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John E. Shosky
American University
This is my second issue as editor. Thanks to all those members who
have helped make this issue possible. I especially welcome our those members
who have just joined the Bertrand Russell Society.
Inside you will find a report about the last aunual meeting by BRS
President John Lenz.
There is a fascinating essay by Robert Barnard about Russell's
relevance in a fast-growing field of philosophical interest: the issue of
vagueness.
In addition, there is a report about Russell's influence on philosophy in
Oxford from 1950 to the present, based on an interview with Ron Harre,
Emeritus Fellow of Linacre College, Oxford, and former University Lecturer
in the Philosophy of Science in Oxford.
Peter Stone presents his thoughts on "Intellectual Giants".
And, as always, a book review and a video review. This time we have
a review ot` Volume 11 in the Co//ccf8d PaperT o/Bcr/rtzHd Jiwffc//. Cliff Henke
has examined the video "Carrington". In the next issue he will look back
several years to "Reds".
In this issue we have some new features. First, you will find "Russell
News", which will present short notes about recently published books,
upcoming publications, interesting journal articles, television programs, or other
pieces of interesting Russell trivia.
This is an attempt to capture some of the
information that used to be a central part of the old newsletter, but slipped

thr()ugh the cracks in the quarterly format.

Second, there is a new section about membership profiles. Several BRS
members have asked for information about others in the Society. In each
upcoming issue we will include three or four profiles to indicate the scope and
breadth of` members and their interest in Russell. A blank membership profile
is included. If` you haven.I filled one out, please take the time to give us some
information.
I hope you enjoy this issue. Again, I commend the cover drawing by
Bulgarian Iva Petkova. I have received numerous favorable comments about the
drawing. In fact, I liked it so much that a framed copy now hangs in my office.
I have asked lva for a new drawing for next year's f`our issues. Remember, we
are going to have the same drawing for one year's set of issues, distinguishing
the individual four issues within the year by different colored paper on the

3

Cover.

I must thank Kathryn Jo Ottman for her invaluable assistance in

preparing the Quarterly for publication. She formatted the copy pages and
provided much-needed advice. Thank you, Kathryn.
Catharine Kendig and Robert Barnard continue as assistant editors. I
hope you enjoy the gwc7r/er/};.

•®®®.

BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY:
Conference Report
John Lenz, President
The Bertrand Russell Society held its armual meeting on May 30-June I
at the Center for Inquiry in Amherst, NY (outside Buffalo). This }'ear \ve

participated in ajoint meeting of oursel\'es, the Humanist Association of Canada,
and the Campus Freethought Alliance. The CFA represents student-groups at
colleges and universities around the U.S. and Canada. It \vas wonderful to see
such \.italit}' among }'oung people at this e\'ent entitled "Humanism: The Next
Generation."
Several Russell-L subscribers \vere in attendance, among other BRS
members. Here is a brief report of Russell-related e\'ents.
At the opening plenar}' session, the BRS President (m}'self) made short
remarks about two messages "the good Lord" \`'ould send to us today' (if spirits
had e-mail): skepticism and hope. (8}. the wa}', I found a little kno``m line of

Russell's published for the first time in the "Bibliography." b}. Black\\'ell and

Ruja: ". . . let us hope, for as yet there is no tax on hope. ")

It \vas pleasing to see that two other speakers paid homage to Russell in
the opening session. Derek Araujo, a student at Har\.ard, CFA President, and
(\`'e're proud to sa}.) a BRS member, said Russell \vas a major influence on him.
Jeff Lowder, President of Internet Infidels \\'hich maintains the Secular Web (this
is fantastic! http://\\`\`\'.infidels.org), said that he \vas introduced to free thought

in high school through reading ``Wh}. I Am Not a Christian" and "An Outline of
Intellectual Rubbish." He actuall}' gave pride of place to BR among the people
he thanked at the begirming of his talk! (It \vas fascinating to hear about and to see
the uses to which e-mail and the WWW are being out--whether or not ``Principia
Mathematica," a book which almost no one has read, had an}1hing to do with
computers!)

Friday., a luncheon \vas held at the home of Prometheus Books (like the
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Center for Inquiry, founded by Paul Kurtz). All walked away with books they
purchased. By the way, in connection with the activities of this formidable group
in Buffalo, it was noted that the first line of the new blockbuster film, "The Lost
World" (the sequel to Jurassic Park; but I would be pained if this mention caused
anyone to go to see the film) mentions their periodical, "Skeptical Inquirer."
At the afternoon session Tin Madigan of Free /#g#J.r}; magazine and the
BRS hosted the BRS session.
Thomas Magnell (chair of philosophy at Drew University -my colleague
here in Madison, New Jersey) spoke on "Present Concerns and Future Interests."
Tom has published on this topic in various ethics journals (he edits the Jowr#¢/
a/Vcr/#e /#gw7.ry) but we asked him to explain it to us in view of the theme of the
conference. He distinguished between the "politically enfranchised" and the
"politically unenfranchised" futures and argued that ignoring the interests of the

latter (say', for the sake of argument and example only, the future after loo years
from now) entails a new form of bigotry, "temporal bigotry."
Michael Rockler (BRS Chairman and Professor at National-Louis
Universit}. in Washington, D.C.) and John Novak (of Brock Uni\'ersity and editor
of the John De\\'e}' Societ}' ne\\'sletter) staged another in their series of "Russell
\'s. De\\'e}'" debates. This one the 6th or so, addressed "Dewe}' \'s. Russell on
Democrac}'." Their wide-ranchng critiques embraced much more than democracy.
There \\'as no clear-cult \\'inner.

On Saturday, the moming plenap. session heard outstanding reports from
student organizers and acti\'ists, notabl}. Adam Butler from Alabama who is
rall}'ing troops against the " 10 commandments" judge (and the governor). We
\\.ere mo\'ed b}' (among others) Ibm Warraq on `.Wh}' I Am Not a Muslim"--this
is nlso the Russell-inspired title of his book from Prometheus. He told me that BR
is a per\'asi\.e influence in that \\Jork and that he intends tojoin the BRS.

At lunch \\'e \vere treated to another delightful and well-informed

performance b}' the good Lord himself, personified b}' Tre\'or Banks of the
Humanist Asscoiation of canada. Trevor comes to look more like BR all the time.
The aftcmoon session included four papers: James Alouf (Sweet Briar
College) spoke on "Russell and the Teaching of Histor}J." He had new things to
sa\. c\'en after old timers noted that this \\'as the third BRS talk on this popular
topic in the past 16 or 17 years.

John Shosky (American University') addressed "Bertrand Russell on
Power," particularl}' discussing the contemporar}' relevance of his thinking about
organizations. He ackno\\i'ledged work on the book Power presented to the BRS
in pre\'ious years by Peter Stone.
Catherine Kendig, a graduate student at American University, read
Victoria Patton's paper on "Russell's Theor}' of Judgment." This paper won the
5

1997 BRS student paper prize, but Victoria could not attend from University of
Western Austraha. She is a student of Stewart Candish. We will publish this

paper in the BRS gw¢r/er/y (under the new editorship of John Shosky).
Peter Stone (Univ. of Rochester) gave a stimulating talk on "Russell's
Political Thought: What's Ethics Got to Do with lt?" He examined the unified
theory of ethics and politics that Russell offered in one of his last works of
political theory, fJw"cr# Socj.e/y 7.# ErAi.cs "#d po/7./7.cs'. This theory is grounded
in a theory of good very similar to utilitarianism. The primary difference is that
Russell replaces "utility" with "desire satisfaction." Peter then examined both the

coherence and the relevance of the theory of the good. While the conclusions he
offers are rather preliminary, he believes that a coherent version of the theory inns
the risk of irrelevanc}r'. In other words, a coherent version of the theory might not
be capable of pro\'iding guidance to a person as to how to act which an}. person
(including Russell himself) might ha\'e reason to follow.
An annual highlight \vas the Red Hackle Hour preceding the banquet on

Saturday night. Chairman Michael Rockier made some appropriate Russellian
remarks in a brief after-dinner address.
On Sunday', the BRS conducted meetings of its Board and of the Societ}.
at `\'hich, among other things, it \`'as resol\'ed to plan a meeting for Tampa or St.
Petcrsburg, Florida at the end of Ma\' 1998. That \vill be our 25th annual

RUSSELL NEWS: Publications, etc.
I+An article on Bertrand Russell ("Poor Bertie") appeared

in R¢dJ.c¢/

PfeJ./osapky, 81 (Jan./Feb.1997). The article is inspired by the recent biography

by Monk and Ironside's analysis of Russell's social thought.
+ Indiana University has just published a book on Pierce: S/wc/J.es j.# fAe fogJ.c

a/C¢cJr/eJ Scr#c7ers Pr'erce. It is edited by Nathan Houser, Don D. Roberts and
James van Evra.

+Oxford University Press has just reissued Russell's Jig/J.g/.o# ¢#d ScJ.e#ce with
a new introduction by Michael Ruse.
L+University' of chicago Press has published a book by Willian R. Everdell, 77?e

Fjrst Moderns: Profiles in the Origins of Twenlielh~Century Thought. Armon8
the modems covered: Georg Cantor, RIchard Dedekind, and Gottlob Frege.
Chapter 12 is "Bertrand Russell and Edmund Husserl: Phenomenology, Number,
and the Fall of Logic, 1901."

+Carl Roll.\'son's Rebecc¢ Wes/.. 4 i//e, published by Scribner in 1996, contains
a major letter from Russell to West about his attitude on H.G. Wells.

meeting. Jan Eisler \\/rill host this meeting.

+American Uhi\'ersity Press in Beinit has published an introduction to Russell's

The last ofricial BRS presence at this joint gathering \vas when John Lenz
\\'as flattered to introduce Paul Kurtz for his \'aledictor\. address on "The Future
of Humanism." Paul Kurtz (who is bouncing back from-triple-bypass surger}') is
a past recipient of the armual BRS A\\'.ard for \\'ork in Russell's spirit.

thought b}i. Ibrahim Najjar. Translated, the title is Ber/rc7#c/ f{!{sse//.. fJJ.a 777o#gfe/

It \vas a great pleasure as al\\'a}'s to come together to express our shared
\'alues and interests. This e\.ent \\'as largcl}' organi7.cd b}. the indefatigable Tim
Madigan of F/'cc /;7gwJ.r}; magazine, \vhom \\'e thank again along \vith the entire

\\ith a ne\\' introduction b}. RIchard A. Rempel.

staff of the Center for lnquir}''!
8}' the \\'a}', I should repeat that the BRS offers a half-price initial
membership to an}'onc who attended this conference.

me.

P.S. On a personal note, the presence of the CFA \vas a special delight to
I \\i'as a founding faculty. co-sponsor of the Agnostic and Atheist Student

o#dp/¢ce J.# Co#/ewporc7ry Pfo7./asapky. Najjar \vas awarded his M.A. in Russell
Studies at MCMaster.

-RoutledgehasreissuedRussell'sPr7.#c7.p/ego/Soc`;.¢/ficcows/r2tc/7.o#(1916),

+Four upcoming titles concerning Russell are: Ivor Grattan-Guiuness' 71j?c
bTLwc./7/orM#/Acwc7#.c¢/ Roo/s, 1870-1930, Princeton Uni\'ersity' Press, 1998?;
Charles Pigden's (ed) Rzfsfe// o# E/A/.c`j', Routledge,1998?; Nick Griffin's (ed)

Comp##/.ow /o f}ws'se//, Canibridge Uni\'ersit}' Press,1998?; and Louis Greenspan

and Stefan Andersson's (eds) /t!tsse// o# /{e//.g/.o#, Routledge,1998?

+The BBC recently' ran a t\\'o-part biograph}' on Bertrand Russell as part of their
"Rcputations" tele\'ision series. The series is a popular collection of historical

Group at Texas A&M Universit}' (where it \vas and still is sorely needed) and

(anecdotes oritted) this group spawned the lntemet Infidels no\\7 extremel\i' abl\'
rm (elsewhere) b}. Jeff Lowder. (I kne\`' m}. presence there \vas in line with-som-e
higher purpose .
. ) Check out their mega-resource, the Secular web, at:
http:/www.infidels.org.

•®,®.
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biographies.

I+A recent trip to Warfield's secondhand book store in Oxford uncovered a
chestnut: the April 1970 issue of M7.#c/ (Volume LXXIX, No. 314), the

philosophical quarterly then edited b}' Gilbert Ryle. There is a frontpiece
photograph commemorating the life of Bertrand Russell. The photo is by Allan
Chappelow, taken in Russell's study at his home in North Wales.

.®®®.

RUSSELL 0N VAGUENHSS
Robert Barnard
University of Memphis
ln recent years philosophers in the analytic tradition have been returning
to an old and recurring problem: the SorJ.res paradox (from the Greek term for
`heap'). Today this paradox and related issues are considered under the general
term `vagueness'. The problem is basically this: If a pile of sand with 10,000

grains is a heap, and a pile of sand with only I grain is not a heap, then it stands
to reason that there is a point between these extremes where by removing I grain
of sand at a time from the former pile, the removal of 1 specific grain of sand will
make the difference between the pile being a heap or not being a heap. However,
there is no such point; there seems to be nothing about our concept of heap that
tells us what that point of transition is. The attempt to proceed from the derinite
heap to the definite non-heap b}' means of small changes seems to erase the
difference bet\\'een the heap and the non-heap. Hence the paradox -- \ve lack a
firm basis for asserting that a pile `\'ith 5,000 grains is a heap as opposed to a
non-heap, and again have no reason not to assert both heap-ness and non-heapncss of this pile, in\iting contradiction. It is a curious problem, but upon further
reflection \\'e recogrlize that it is a common affliction: there are a large number of
words \\'hich share this kind of indeterminac\'.
In his 1923 paper yogwe#ej',g' , Russ;ll made one of the first attempts to
resol`'e this problem in a manner informed b}. the then recent advances in formal
logic.

Accordingl}., Russell's paper is often cited as a /oc!f,7 c/c7sJJ.c!ts in

problem as one of conceptual clarification, Russell notes: "I do not think that the
study of principles of symbolism will yield any pos7./J.ve results in metaphysics,
but I do think it will yield a great many negative results by enabling us to avoid
fallacious inferences from symbols to things." Vagueness, for Russell, is an
illustrative case study in the larger problematic of correct and incorrect
symbolization.
Illustrative or not, vagueness is a problem. Russell argues that vagueness
like precision is a feature of our representations. In ordinary practice, \ve
represent objects and the world using symbolism which is inadequate to a
logically rigorous carving up of the world, but which usually allows us to get by.
Knowledge too can be vague, but again this vagueness is a feature of the way our
knowledge is represented in the mind, and not a feature of what is kno\un. This
suggests that objects of kno\\i'ledge must be determinate for Russell.
Russell also points out the distinguishing feature of vagueness: the
presence of borderline cases. He illustrates this notion in terms of color
recognition. The color red, for instance, falls within a continuum between what
is certainl}' purple and \\'hat is certainl}' orange. Red appears when \ve remo\'e
blue graduall}. from purple, and disappears as \ve graduall}' add }'ellow to red.
Borderline cases are those where a shade is not definitel}' red, and not definitely.
non-red. Wc experience this sense of doubt about \\'hether to appl}' the term `red',
"not because \\'e are ignorant of the meaning of the word `red', but because it is
a word the extent of \\.hose application is essentiall}' doubtful." Vagueness and
borderline cases, therefore, occur \\.hen s}"bolism is imprecise. But this has the
strange consequence of there being colors \\'hich are neither definitel}' red nor
derinilel\' not-red.

Our philosophicall}' informed conception of ho\\' \\'ords \\'ork, follo\\ing
Fregc, holds that the meaning of terms is tied, in at least some sense, to their

contemporap' discussions of \'agueness. Thus it seems apt that \ve should take the

intension and extension. What Russell is pointing to hcrc, is that in the case of

time to reexamine Russell's approach as a wa}' of grounding our further
speculation upon the issue. Therefore, I will both present and pose a problem for
Russell's account of the nature of \'agueness as a \\'a}' of testing its theoretical

vague \\'ords and concepts, e.g. `heap', `bald', `tall`, `red`, and a million more, the

\.ague terms is not clear. And this has an important logical consequence: "The

mettle.

la\\. of the excluded middle is true \vhen precise s}mbols are emplo}'ed, but it is

Russell argues that \.agueness paradoxes form a species of philosophical

puzzle \\'hich falls under the larger genus of problems associated \\ith our use of
symbolism. While the use of complex symbolism is unavoidable in abstract and
philosophical reasoning, problems arise in those cases where features of these
s}'mbolic signs are attributed incorrectl}.' and unconsciousl}' to the things
symbolized and signified. In the case of vagueness` when \ve expect ordinary.
language to exhibit the detcrminacy of quantified predicate logic. Casting the

intension undcrdetermines the extension of the word or concept, the extension of

not true \\.hen s}mbols are \'ague, as, in fact, all symbols are." Here Russell

marks an impoilant distinction bet`\'een natural languages and the formal s}'stems
\\'c emplo}' in our attempts to order natural language. This brings Russell's thesis

that the nature of \'agueness is rooted in the nature of s}'mbolism into sharp focus.
Consider the paradox of Elvis Vaguel}', a hypothetical singer, \\'ho started
his career a thin man, but gaining a pound at a time e\'entuall}' became not-thin.

Naturall}'' \ve suppose that there \\'as some point where he became heavy, and that

this point corresponds to htlving gained of some specific amount of weight. But,
8
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if we proceed by interrogating our representations or Elvis as each pound is

gained, we find that our attempts at classification fail in borderline cases; there is
no one point which we can confidently point to as THE transition point betwccn
the THIN Elvis and the NOT-THIN El`'is. Should we therefore say that there is
no difference between the two Elvi? Assuredly not, surrender to paradox \vas
never an option for Russell. Russell's usual approach to paradox, as in Pr7.#c/P/.c7
A4c7/foemc7//.ccr for example, would seem to require that we attempt to discern the
loalcal form of the paradox. But this paradox is strange in that, if Russell is right,

paradox is what results from the unconscious attempt to logically discipline our
ordinary talk !
Let H(10,000) designate a heap with 10,000 grains of sand. We also
obser\'e that piles with 9,999 or 9,998 or 9,997 grains are also heaps. The natural
language term `heap' has borderline cases, the logic of our predicate H therefore
needs to include the principle that if H(n) then H(n-I ). Starting with H( 10,000),
9,999 applications of this principles conclusion \ve get: if H( I ) then H(0) (a pile
\\ith no sand is still a heap), and b}' seemingl}' unimpeachable reasoning! This is
a classic formal paradox, \vhere true premises and \'alid reasoning lead to false
conclusions.

But if Russell is right, the mistake is in the attempt to logicall}'
discipline the term `hcap', or an}' other vague term, and the solution is to lea\.c the
informal paradox alone. Logical thinking insists upon precise symbolism, ordinar}'

vague object in a precise way would itself be to draw an inaccurate picture,
suggesting ®aradoxically) that precise representation may in some cases reg#J.re
vague s}rmbolism. This suggests that an imprecise symbolism is capable of
precise representation, which would be the denial of Russell's thesis. Further, any
stipulation \\'ould beg the question of which limit to stipulate and how to justify
one stipulated limit in contradistinction to other equally plausible alternatives.
But this is the nature of a true philosophical problem, its ability to resist
solutions. While Russell's solution may.' not be the final \\Jord on vagueness,
Russell's article is noteworthy for many reasons, not the least of which are the

pro\'ceative claims he makes distancing logic and ordinary language and limiting
the scope of the law of the excluded middle. From the standpoint those hunting
for philosophical problems, \'agueness is a \\'ortlyJ quarry--for just when it seems
}'ou ha\'e caught it in a logical net, it escapes to become a different but related
problem in epistemology or ontolog}'. In a wa}J, philosoph}'' \\'ould be poorer if the

problems of \'agueness were resol\'ed, or to paraphrase El\is Vaguely: " yJ.w} £crs
Vagueness.I"
1. BertriAIrd R:ussel\,"Vagueness," Australasiaii Journal Of peycliology and Philosophy,
I (June 1923), pp. 84-92., reprinted in C'o//ec/cdpape;.s, \i'ol. 9, pp.147-154.

language does not, and need not. Russell therefore is telling us, more or less, to
m7.#c/ o!trp '.7 c"c7 g 's(a familiar theme, though in this case \ve should try' not to
confuse our peas and queues \\'ith our p's and q's).
Let me now indicate the kind of \.agucness \\i'hich would be problematic
for Russell's account,. In more contcmporar}. discussions of \'agueness there is

also a consideration of so-called \'ague objects. Paradigm cases of \'ague objects
include clouds (\\.here precisely. is the edge of a cloud?) and mountains (\\'here
precisel}' is the base of a mountain?), though \\.e might add things like

metropolitan areas, or even tables (if \\'e take modcm accounts of wa\`vard
electrons seriously.). Russell`s \.iew seems to be that objects carmot be {'ague,

CONVERSATION WITH ROM HARRE
John E. Shosky
American University

thcrcfore if oiur language \\.ere a precise there \\'ould be no problem of \.agueness.
It \\'ould be an anal}1ic truth, c.g. that `Heap` means `more than 765 grains', and

ln April 1997, I tisked Rom Harre, Emeritus Fello\\' of Linacre College,

that `if H(766) then H(76`5)` \\'ould be an ob\'ious contradiction, indicating the

Oxford, and former Uni\'ersity' Lecturer in the Philosoph}' of Science, to reflec.I

rejection of borderline cases. Russell seems to agree with this when he writes that

upon Russell's influence at Oxford from 1950-1997. Harre is no\\' a professor of

precise s}mbolism is, "not applicable to this terrestritil life, but onl}' to an
imagined celestial existence. Where, ho\\'c\'er` this celestial existence \vould differ

ps}'cholog}' at Georgetown Uni\'ersit}., \\'here he still lectures on Wittgenstein.
Our conversation builds upon an earlier discussion with Anton}' Flew, \\'ho

from ours, so far as logic is concerned, \`'ould not be in the nature of what is

outlined Russell's influence in the 1940s.

kno\un, but onl}' in the accurflc}/. of our kllo\\/'ledgc." that is, in the precision of our

impressions of Russell and his influence upon some of the later generations of

representations. But in what sense \\'ould a precise representation of an i.ideal

cloud" be precise? Precision might follow from stipulation, but to reprcsenl a

M}. goal is to capture the personal

philosophers in Oxford and elsewhere.
While Flew found Russell \\Jtis admired and often assigned reading` Harre
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found the situation much different upon his o\\m arrival at Oxford. Harre
explained that "The intellectual climate at Oxford was chilly toward Russell. He
\vas widely read but not widely' admired. The orthodoxy' was that, like Descartes,
Russell was someone who made flagrant errors, the kind of errors that were
interesting to undergraduates. So, 777e Prod/e"s a/PfoJ./oJapdy was assigned to
most philosophy students, but essentially so they could understand its weaknesses.
It was used as a stalking horse."
One influential voice against Russell \\'as Peter Strawson, who `vas
Harre's tutor. Strawson shared Wittgenstein's view that Russell \vas not a great
logician, in part because Russell did not understand the nature of logical truth. In
addition, Strawson had engaged Russell's theory of descriptions in the now
famous "On Referring", drawing Russell's vigorous, sometimes vindicti\;'e repl}'.
Strawson's A# /#/rod!/c/J.o# /o fogJ.cc7/ 7l¢eor}J \vas directed against the kind of
logic practiced b}' Russell, especiall}' the discussions on logical truth, logical

connectives and induction. As well, Strawson \vas at the forefront of the
mo\'ement toward philosophical logic, which \vas often at odds \\'ith Russell's
development of formal logic in PrJ.#cJ.pJ.¢ A4lc7/Aemc7/J.c.¢ and else\\'.here.

Another voice that challenged Russell \\'as J.L. Austin, \\'ho \vas also
Harre's Super\isor. Austin thought that the entire sense-data \'iew \\'as "craz\' -notjust \\Tong, but \\Tong headed in a serious \\'a}'." At that time Oz" K#ow`/ec7gc

Of the External World was "ch rend> and HiiITe also rend The Analysis o`f Mind
and 77Ie A#¢/);^s/.,7 c)/A4c7//cr "on the quiet." Russell \\'as a silent foil in Austin's

seminars, in much the same wa}' that Russell is the foil of the rr¢c`/"/!fs /,ogj.ct7P¢J./o.TapA/.c!/s. Of course, Austin's major target \vas A.J. A}'er, \\'.ho "reproduced
Russell's philosophical views." In 1953, Harre remembers Austin walking into

a room of philosophy. students, holding at arms length and \\'ith ob\'ious
dispheasNIe A;+or. s The Foundation.s t)i Empirical Knowledge. AL"stm torid them
"I'm not going to argue \\ith Professor A}.er, I`m going to shred him." And it \vas
a "massacre." Austin \\/.as at the height of his po\\/'ers, and the sense-data \'ie\\.

\\'as decimated in his seminars. For Harre, the atmosphere in Austin's lectures
\\.as electric` challengivg ftmd{rmental, cardinal assumptions of philosoph}'. Harre

and other students of Austin felt that they. \\'ere hearing something historic and
\ital to the successful practice of philosoph}'.

Stra`\'.son and Austin represented a dominant strand in logic at Oxford,
those who de\'eloped the discipline of philosophical logic. The subdominant
strand \\/'as represented b}. William Knealc and Hao Wang.

Most of the

philosophers found themsel\.es sharing some of the \'ie\vs of both strands.
Kneale ga\'e lectures, attended b}' Harre, tliat \\/'ere later published as 777t>

Devc/ap/77c#/ t7//jogj.c. perhaps the best histor}. of logic lo date. In Knealc's

classes, Russell's use of quantifiers, the theory. of descriptions, the nature of

numbers, set paradoxes, and the theory of types were much discussed. Another
supporter of Russell's was Hao Wang, who \vas considered a logical superstar.
Wang spent a great amount of time examining and criticizing Russell's theory of
types. For him, Russell "stood larger" than with other lecturers in Oxford. Wang
used Russell extensively in his presentations. Wang offered extremely detailed
lectures, writing countless equations on the blackboard while his students drank
tea and tried to decipher the equations. Kneale and Wang were joined by Arthur
Prior, who came to Oxford in the mid-1950s. His students worked through the
first part of PrJ.#cJ.pJ.cr A4c7/¢emcr/I.cc7. Other logicians studied included Jan

Lukasiewicz, Willard Quine, and Gerhard Gentzen. Prior ga\'e the first systematic
lectures in logic on modal logic.

During Harre's four decades at Oxford, the influence of Ludwig
Wittgenstein has become enormous. At that time, the Tractatus \\Jas often read as
if it \\'as in the Russellian tradition. Harre remembers that the rr¢c/cr/ws occupied
a place right next to Russell's 714e P¢j./osapky o/£ogJ.c¢/ 4/omJ.sin on his
bookshelf. All of that began to slo\\'l}. change in the 1950s. Gilbert Ryle gave a
seminar on the Tractatus e`'er}' Thursda}' night (Harre still has the notes from
these lectures, and he should publish them. Of interest, R}.le's book are nou' part
of the Linacre College Librar}. and his copies of the rrc7c/"/„s and Pfoj./osapA7.cc7/

/#vcf/7.g¢/J.o#J are much armotated). R}'le kne\\' Wittgenstein rather well. He did
not gi\.e a traditional Russellian reading of the 7'rc7c`/c7/I/s -- quite the opposite.

R}'le's reading was, in large measure, an attempt to show hour Wittgenstein
differed from Russell. The now-standard reading of wittgenstcin, which sho\vs
the anti-Russcllian tenor of the rroc`/¢/zt``', has become the `.canon", thanks to the
\\'ork at Oxford of Da\'id Pears, Peter Hacker, George Baker, and Harre.
However> An Introduction lo Malhemalical Philoso|)hy tlnd An
Fxp(Jb'J./J.o# (J/7 /.L'/.b#J.z t\\'o books that \\'ere held in high admiration. In fact,

lectures \\'ere gi\'en b}' Baker in Oxford during the last academic }'ear on A#
/#/rc7c/zfc#.o# /a A4"/Acmc7/7.c'#/ P¢7./orapA)J. R}.le gave lectures on this book in the

1950s, and it has held in higher regard than Russell's other logical works. This
\\'tis the book that "pirmed together" those who took Russell seriousl\' as a

logician ( the subdoirinant strand ) and those \\'ho did not ( the dominant strand).
The Lcibniz book has been in constant use in Oxford. Harre has found it to be
`.absolutel}' superb."

Harre also got to kno\\. Russell personall}. as a neighbor in Wales. Harre
\\'as fricndl}. with Rupell Crawsha}.-Williams (author of /t!jj`s'e// /?emc'mberL.c/J

and others in the Russellian Welsh circle. Harre found Russell's last \'ears to be
\'cr}. sad. Russell \\'ould come I,o lunches hosted b}' Crawsha}'-Williains and \vas
willing to talk about philosophy.` but hc \\/'ould mostl}' reflect on political issues,

personalities, and his famil}'. At thtit time he \\'as under the influence of Ralph
12
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Schoenman, who Harre believed had captured Russell and wanted him "to be

pure", in the same way Wittgcnstein wanted Russell to be pure. Schoenman most
disapproved of Russell's reading materials, which included detective novels.
Crawshay-Williams would sneak up to Russell's house each moming and hide
some detective thrillers behind the milk bottles. Russell would come out before
Schoenman was awake and secure the novels. It was strange to see a Nobel prize
winner hiding his reading from his secretary.
For Harre, Russell's legacy will be limited. His political and moral

philosophy is already seriously dated. His work in logic, especially his work on set
theoretical paradoxes and the theory of descriptions, will be studied for a long
time to come. Harre predicted that "no matter where you start, the truth or falsity
of self-referential propositions will be on the agenda." The theory. of descriptions
simply "has to be studied." In terms of Russell's general philosoph}', Harre
believes that Russell 's influence will quickl}. wain. In terms of sense-data, Harre
thinks H.H. Price and Ayer will be more widel}' read than Russell. Logical
atomism will "not be taken seriously b}. the profession, giving wa}' to the
Tractatus . "
In the future, Russell \vill probabl}. be most remembered for his long life,
his eccentricities, his collaboration ``ith Whitehead and Wittgenstein, and, perhaps
most importantl}', his philosophical st}.le. Russell brought enthusiasm and energ}'
to philosophy., his relentless search for the truth. Harre predicts Russell \\.ill
probabl}' ha\'e se\'eral biographers in the future, because hc kne\\' important
people (the Bloomsbur}. group, T.S. Eliot, and others) and \\'as in the center of
many' of the liistorical mo\'ements of our centur}'.
Russell has also been an inspirational figure for man}. people, becoming
a beacon of rationalit}' and hope. Russell inspired man}. philosophers, including

Quine and A}.er. But hc also inspired man}' non-philosophers to become more
thoughtful and compassionate. While Harre belie\.es that Russell's place in

philosoph}' and loctc ma}' become minor in the }'ears to come, his place in culture
will probabl}' remain a major contribution to future generations.

INTELLECTUAL GIANTS
Peter Stone
University of Rochester
In a recent issue of the a/crr/edy (February 1997), former Editor Michael
Rockler asked readers to consider "who today can we consider as intellectual
giants on the same level" as Bertrand Russell and Albert Einstein --two of the
brightest lichts of the early twentieth century. I would like to respond to Michael's

query by pointing to two outstanding individuals whom I believe deserve to be
ranked with Russell and Einstein. These two men--Noam Chomsky and Jurgen
Habermas--both share Russell's passionate commitment to politics as uJell as his
scientific curiosity. and anal}tical rigor.

That I would suggest Noam Chomsky. should come as no surprise to
an}'one \`'ho knows me. Chomsky' has spent decades try'ing to explain the
fundamental rules emplo}'ed b}' the mind when a person leams a language. His

claini that there are such niles --and his attempts to formulate them in such works
as Syntactic Structures ari!d Aspects Of the Theory Of syntax --have revorfujiorrizf3d
the field of linguistics, transforming it from a more or less anthropological
exercise in cataloging indi\idual languages into a scientific field which promises
to explain the nature of one of humanit`'`s fundamental abilities (See /#/roc7!tcJ.#g
C/7(//77`7A?; (Totem Books) for a good iLtroduction to Chomsky''s approach to this

important field of study').

At the same time Chomsky. has reconstmcted the way. people study'
language, he has contributed cxtcnsi\'el\. to debtites o\'er U.S. foreign and

domestic polic}', earning himself praise fr6m millions and scorn and abuse from
individuals in po\\'er. Like Russell, he has produced man}' books on politics,
•lr\ctudirlg American Power ancJ the New Mandarins. On Power ancl Ideology,

Deterring Democracy, Year 50] , and most receruly Power and Prospects.
Unlike Russell, ChomsLr,. meticulously documents all of his conclusions,
pro\iding a treasur\' of r-esources upon \\.hich others can dra\\'. Indeed, one
rc\ic\`'er look him t6 task for his "turgid" \\Titing st}Jle because of his extensi`''e
documentation. That a social critic could be taken to task for backing up his
arguments \\'ith facts is a sign of ho\\' low our cuITent intellectual standards are,
and how far ChomsLIV rises abo`'e these standards (See Milan Rai`s book
Chomskyi''s Po/J.fl.c`s (Verso) for a recent discussion of Chomsky''s work as a social
critic).

Man}' scholars and acti\Jists ha\Je attempted to draw links between

Chomsky''s linguistics and his politics. Chomsky. himself is unsure how tight the
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links are. But with Jurgen Habermas, social criticism and academic study are
never too far apart. For years Habermas has been attempting to reconstruct the
project of historical materialism. Whatever historical materialism's failings, it
offers an explanation of social events with an eye to influencing those events.
Inexplicably, few social theorists do this. They ignore the profound
epistemological revolutions of the past century. Once one neglects a naive
correspondence theory of truth, then the only realistic alternative is to judge the
adequacies of social theories by their usefulness at fulfilling human purposes (See
Eugene Meehan' s excellent Social Inquiry: Needs, Possibi li ties, Li mi ts (Chz\than
House) on this point). Otherwise, one constructs theories willy-milly, and debate
can get rather ethereal (an accurate description of more than one debate in political
theor};' toda}').

Habermas' reconstruction of historical materialism shares manv features
with Chomsky'''s reconstruction of linguistics. Whereas Chomsky' seeks the
underlying rules that all competent language-users emplo}' in forming grammatical
sentences, Habermas in\'estigates the conditions all language-users must meet if

they' are to emplo}' language to reach understanding \\'ith others. In such works as
Comnuniccltion and the Evolution Of society and The Theory of communicative
i4c/7'o/?, Habermas has applied his theories about communication to the stud\' of
histor}', seeking to show what is happening to the public's abilit}' to use reaso-n in
its affairs and how this abilit}' might be rescued and expanded in the face of the
threats posed to it b}' markets and bureaucracies. Here Habermas' project links up
\\ith De\\i'e}''s; his earliest extended work, r¢e S/r!fc/ztro/ 77"#s/orm"/7.o# o//AL>
P!/b//.c SpAL.rc, resembles in man\. \\'a\'s De\\'e}''s classic \\'ork of democratic

I:heorv` The Public and its Problems .
And Habermas has not remained in the i\'or}' to\\'er \\'hile c.o`h`ducting his
immense task of theoretical reconstruction. He has engaged himself in some of the
more important political debates \\ithin German}' toda}'-debates in which the

German New RIght attempt to reconstruct histor}' to the benefit of the Third
Reich. In attempting to keep ali`'e the horror \\'hich generations have felt to\\'ards
the Nay.is since WW 11, Habermas' polemics make possible the maintenance and
impro\.ement of a democratic order in German\'.
Chomsky' and Htibermas both come froin a long tradition of intellectuals`
a tradition that included both Russell and Einstein. For them, whom intense
academic stud}' ne\'er precluded efforts to understand and change the \\'orld.
Would that more intellectuals could combine their formidable academic \\'ork \\'ith
social commitments. I hope that the next century' witnesses the continuing
vibranc\' of this tradition.

•®®®.
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"Carrington" (1995)

UNENVIABLE LOVE SPLENDIDLY PORTRAYED:
A Video Review
Clifford Henke
I must confess a distaste for the point of view espoused by the
protagonists in tliis film, but the film overpowers this natural urge to retreat with
clever, often hilarious dialogue, wonderful performances and lush production
\'alues. On balance, I recommend "Carrington," especially on video. More about
that point later.
"Carrington" is not really in the conventional sense of plot and theme
about Dora Carrington, the Bloomsbury-era artist. It is rather about the life of
Lytton Strachey, the social satirist and trendsetter in England's post-Victorian
era. Christopher Hampton' s script (who also directed) is based on Michael
Holroyd's biography of Strachey, and both derive much of their sparkling
dialogue from Strachey's more personal writings. More to the point, however,
is Jonathan Pryce`s riveting portrayal of the celebrated man. In the best
tradition of biographical acting, he gets Lytton's essence without caricature.
Pryce demonstrates an enormous range in this demanding role, and why he has
not found a mass audience beyond "Miss Saigon" and his luxury-car
commercials in America is beyond me.
Pryce/Strachey is also the centerpiece of a detailed ensemble of
supporting characters and the actors who breathe life into them, location, sets,
and decor, all splendidly pulled together by director Hampton. He and
pr(rduction designer Caroline Amies even use Carrington's paintings in various
stages of completit)n, some of which are real, some of which are doctored by

Jane Gifford to match Pryce instead of the real Lytton.

Denis Lenoir's

photography and Michael Nyman's musical score are both up to this level of
detail in enhancing the mood and illuminating these times. George Akers`
editing drags a bit, but its pace is pr()bably more due to the stately feel Hampton
seems to have intended.
Regarding the ensemble, Virginia W(rolf, Bertrand Russell and other luminaries

of the tine are even more obliquely referenced than in "Tom & Viv. " Yet their
spirits, what the whole scene stt>od for, lives throughout this story.
Certainly first among the ensemble pieces is Emma Thompst]n's Dora
Carrington.
Thompson has always played a g()od wallflower, and she
convincingly finds title role's motivation to be led around by the rather weird
charisma of Pryce's Lytton here, as well.
The best actors portray their
subjects' inner conflicts without unintended inconsistency, and this feat towers
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in realizing such complex characters as these.
Yet the complexities are what makes this movie both repugnant as well
as interesting and, ultimately, rewarding. Hampton cleverly lays out all of the
Bloomsbury enticements of free love (read sex), (well almost all: While quite
certain in revealing Lytton's homosexuality, he is uncharacteristically squeamish
in refraining from Carrington's encounters with other women, documented
Holroyd and others.) He traps you in their world: how fun it must have
been. And how possible this point of view seems at first. Yet without overtly
changing sympathies, Hampton shifts ground. Carrington's and Lytton's lives
and life together become hollow and lonely and eventually unsatisfactory.
This treatment becomes even more effective on video, for it is a
different medium from film in one importam respect that is especially pointed
up by this movie. Both media are works in tine, but with video, as with novels,
the viewer can actively manage the tine in which this story unfolds. There were
times because of various distractions in my life but also out of momentary loss
of interest when I simply shut off the machine. I then picked up the story often
days later when the mood to watch struck again. With movies that have such
measured pace and deep character transformation as these, such an active and
leisurely departure from conventional viewing allows audiences to absorb more
organically the characters' feelings and points of view --allowing, in short, time
to ffe/.#4'. This just is not as possible t`or audiences in theaters for whom
watching a movie is a passive, more controlled experience.
Finally, on his deathbed Lytton confesses in a demented outburst that
despite his protests through()ut he could only love Carrington. This revelation,
and its exposure of the fraud that has transpired for the 20-odd years in life
c()mpressed into nearly two hours on screen before it, is en()ugh to finish both
her and Hampton's sympathies with the free-love poim ot` view.
And from this viewer's vantage point, it is true love appropriately
vindicated.

Last Philosophical Testament 1943-68:

THE COLLECTED PAPHRS OF
BERTRAND RUSSELL VOLUME 11
BOOK REVIHW
John E. Shosky
Bertrclnd R:usseAI.
Last philosophical Testament l943nd8: The collected
Papers a/Ber/rc7#c7 Rwssc// yo/wine //. Edited by John G. Slater, with the
assistance of peter Kollner. London: Routledge,1997. ISBN 0-415-09409-7. 878

pages. Approximately US S 185, Canadian $259.
In later life, Russell was viewed b}' man}' critics as an historical relic,

rather than as a contributing, active philosopher. He often complained that his
later philosophical work \vas unjustifiabl}. ignored. At a time when logical
positivism, and then linguistic philosoph}', dominated Angle-American thought,
Russell \vas unfashionable. But this volume demonstrates that he \vas far from
finished.

£c7,g/ Pfo/./o^gapAj.co/ res'/crme#/ is a companion piece to Volume 10 of the

CTo//cc/cc7 Paper,7, \\hich cot.ers the }'ears 1927-42, also prepared b}. Slater and

Kollner. Botli \\'orks arc part of the projected 30 volume edition of Russell's
collected articles and other shorter \\Titten pieces, published and unpublished.
About half of these \'olumes ha\'e been finished or are undenva`i'` with some
\ olumcs alrcad\' a\'ailable: Volumes I -4 and 6-9 (Russell 's philosophi`cal \\Titings
through 1926)-,12-14 '(political \\Titings from 1902 through 1918), and a three

\'olume bibliograph}' prepared b}. Ken Black\\'ell, Harr}' Ruja, and Sheila Turcon.

So far, 13 volumes ha\'e been finished and are a\'ailable for purchase. with three
more in progress, and the rest planned \\'ith completion dates b}' the end of 2007.
Volume I I is sub-di\'ided into eleven major parts. Part I concerns
"Autobiographical and Self-Critical Writings." Here the editors include Russell's

contributions to the Librar\' of Li\'ing Philosophers \'olume on his \\'ork, as well
as se\'eral essay.s tibout RLssell's interest in philosoph}'. Some of these essay's

•®®®,

ha\.e been unpublished or \'er\' hard to get. One of them is quite good: "M}' Own
Philosoph}." of 1946` u'hich contains a clear methodological statement of the

power and promise of anal}tical philosoply'.
Part 11 is a collection of Russell's \\Titings on "Non-Demonstrative

Inference." Man}' philosophers have found Russell's \\Jork on inference to be
scandalous and bizarre. But Russell's \'iews are more cogent than often painted
b}' critics, especially. \\'hen explained in a 1948 essa}r, "The Nature and Origin of
Scientiflc Method." Russell the philosopher understood the importance of rational
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inquiry and the need to leave philosophical propositions open for future
examination. No scientific proposition was to be regarded as universally tine.
Russell the logician well-knew the limits of logic, and the need for rational,
defendable starting points for any logical system. Deductive reasoning is
attractive, but limited b}' the power and scope of the chosen beginning axioms. In
this essay, Russell speaks with a clear, contemporary voice about philosophy's
constant war against complete skepticism, and the difflculty of philosophical
progress. Yet, piecemeal progress is possible, even if it is tentative, limited, and

subject to future change.
Part Ill features Russell's comments on "Younger Philosophical
Contemporaries," such as A.J. A}/.er and Ludwig Wittgenstein. All but one of the
essa}.s in this section concern A}'er, whom in man\' `va\'s \vas Russell 's empiricist
and ideological successor. Russell's now famoLs re~\'iew of A}'er's fo#gwogc.
rrw/fo ¢#dfog7.c is here, and bears re-reading. Russell \vas not a logical positi\.ist,
but he was the movement's Godfather. He had an ob\'ious s}mpath}'. But his
delight \vas tempered b}' his understanding of the fla\\'s in the verification

principle, Ayer's reliance on phenomenalism, and the mo`'ement's hea\i'-handed
rejection of metaph}'sics. Russell's anal}'sis of logical positivism is a most cogent
response, pro\'iding insight into both Russell and A}'er.
A brief tribute to

effort, fulfllling the need for one work which captures Russell's later philosophical
views. It convincingly documents the lasting value and merit of Russell's return
to philosoph}'. after a premature (and mistaken) retirement from serious
philosophical work in 1927. In combination with volume 10, Slater and Kollner
have provided an encyclopedic collection of Russell's shorter philosophical

writings over a forty-year period. These two volumes fill a gigantic void in Russell
scholarship.
A fair waning: the price of this volume is steep. It will dent the wallet.
HCNIever, erwh voharne Of The Collected Papers of Bertrand Russell a;Ie
indispensable to any serious student of Russell. When I attended the Russell
Conference in Southanpton two }'ears ago, ("Russell and the Origins of Analytic
Philosoph}'"), I realized these. volumes of collected papers are extremel}'
influential and important. The}' \vere the center-piece of almost e\'er}' paper and
discussion.

714e Co//ec/ec/ Pc7pers are no\`J the cutting-edge, and ma}' become the
final word. I congratulate Slater and Kollner on a job well-done, obviousl}'

moti\.ated b}' admiration and respect for the subject, unlike some recent Russell
commentators. Volume 11 in the Co//cc/cc7PaperJ is a \vorth}', `\'ell-presented,
and compelling addition to the Russell corpus.

Wittgenstein, published in A4/.#c7 in 1951, is included.

Part IV collects se\'eral papers on Rus.sell's "Older Contemporaries."
The essay.s include comments on Peirce, MCTaggert, Santa}.ana, Moore, and
Nicod. But the three papers on Whitehead are a real treat, showing Russell's

•®®®.

respect for his former collaborator and understanding of Whitehead's post-

20th WORLD CONGRESS OF PHILOSOPHY

Pr/.#c/.p/.cr philosoph}'.

The remaining sc\.en sections contains papers on \'arious philosophical
or logical topics. Part V has papers on "Metaph}.sics and Epistemolog}'."

to be held in Boston, August 19, 1997

Part

VI groups essa}'s,on "Logic and the Philosoph}' of Mathematics" (including the
po\\'erful 1950 essa}' `Is Mathematics Purel}' Linguistic'). Part VII conccms
"Ethics and Politics." Part VIII is on John Stuart Mill. Part IX is Russell's

"Critique of Religion." Part X gathers se\.eral essa}'s on Albert Einstein. Part XI
presents the harsh ``Critique of Ordinar}' Language Philosoph}'."
Se\.en
appendices are added, one of which is "Russell`s Last Philosophical Writing"
from 1968.

Scattered throughout the volume are headnote explanations b}' Slater and

The Twentieth World Congress of Philost)phy will be held in Boston on
10-16 August 1998. That's the first American one since 1927, so it may be a

once in a lifetime event for many list members. The theme is broad: "Paideia:
Philosophy Educating Humanity. "
There is a call fttr papers 10 pages long (3000 wt)rds) typewritten,
double spaced with a 20-line abstract, due September

1, 1997.
My
understanding is that papers which are accepted will also be published in
"Proceedings of the Congress" if the author desires. If possible, papers should

Kollner of historical or philosophical issues, such as Russell`s reaction to logical

also be sent on 3.5 inch disks in ASCII.

positi\'ism, interest in Mill, admiration for Einstein, or disgust with ordinar}.
language philosoph}'. I found the headnotes to be most helpful, and urge a similar

metaphysics,

approach to upcoming volumes.
This is an cxtraordinary' \'olunc, highl}' recommended. This is an epic
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Among the areas of interest t() Russell scholars, papers may be in
ontolt)gy, lt)gic a.nd philo`sophy of logic, philosophy of
mathematics, philosophy of language, theoretical ethics, philosophy of values,
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etz2 A vorcafLoi/\; of th¢ cdea; 1>e7ut^nd;tit4, qt^de c¢ thaiJ iut all gel; tfro^ig4. c.1+

Reason for joining BRS: Jw 1978 (?J Ay4crow cL6+I 7~d;Chae+wcL6+„873S, I
vvee9A=di y\AT. ap_Fcfali y._ea4oy\i tcT faMj. But I way pleLnd ttT L~rv that lniiv

lAf& oure, y.eniourdr for goodr beha^itoir.

profwian,alip:ndmdyhorlya^nd;tho±re;w:ho-areiyirareiweLconedictrywuend"b<
Recent applications of Russell's views to your own life: I /'ordJ the

(Not alLi hair thA^ngfy Caw ILfei ourei

poundtwuuttrfoir lradrl>eha^itoir. ) For e+LouxplAz,, av cl`1lAfu who fi^rdq ov dredha^r lrdb

ow the !rcdewalk; 4hould rot tt^n~ cf a+;er~ tit cL; freud who haty l>ette+. g+inde6t
Pexrhaptr st\^denfu ±houldrbeitenaporourcky thamedi foir goofiMq off tw 2ched (bi^f

Ariae+~£ca^i;J{t^A¢iaAi{4CAj4ocacLan,

rotfoi' I,ack£^^g; acade+utA> tedAz^^Z). But, at cthey ttuniuety, teache4rg bhouldipofMC

Additional Comments: Jnz 1951, I heouidzRw46euz apeck oyv "r* ffappdrng*SctJL

oi^f thflf e^/eryoirve; had/ a^tu eqtAed; t~Cghf ti> i7\arv-reM;a4id; goed4~ (and ou+v eqtAflL

Po34tbte`?„

rlghftoa^ictdirow-pi^wl¢7`^nenfe^i€le).

Name:

Theo-Mefy'er

Name :

Address:

P.o. Box;93

Address:

Abbot tyd,, B.c. cc"Ardovv2s itN8
e in ail :

Rwtlt; ye+

P.o. Boll;683
NeM Yorki, NY 1018 5

theoni@»it4ndltnfo. be<. c~

e mail :

ir:)re@Cfty. bt-ooftytw c<w\4/. ed<iv

FTrst book of Russell's I read was: Mdy/4ov~brftycfu'¢r4evk
Latest book of Russell's I read was: CcurchfroMooreheed'*hotgrapky ofBR

FTrst book of Russell's I read was: hdyAt^tobtograp7vy.

ound;LeeiE(ck3ArtrT7tryQuzj¢ialjrz3iBcodrandfcuedl

Favorite Russell Quotation:

F,1vorite Russell Quotation: ``A goer;worzd; need4f k4iouzedg?, kchd{~, and;

of co+uar-diA=4*,... Tcr bay ycTi^i cam;t fafei lifei without- thAg cT.r thA^£."

=:::=fl=Zct,P¥`rctnee?T.reaA'exp^bha^ck€:'_iM4rafaeyth6pcutcTroufedercrty
Ttheifr=ercwheunqenA=eilythoword4rLrmerediloi;a;agrkyiruthuerfu."
ReasonforjoiningBRS:r¢appot+cwongan{gqrLoyvnd{4ng;BR'&cdywrore;
gerteraldy k4~ n+.
Recent

applications

of

Russell's

views
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to

your

own

life:

A* cL;

Latest book of Russell's I read'was: „c»72z{Z/¢„dc?C7Le7'jr

"I ;a)t peopzowhofeeLt7`at cw.e;;hot4;£ngrcL.k<nd;
Fro-iii\i

73errfe.andR"66euspeal<¢7{drMcnd.
Reason for joining BRS: rc> be^cZo]ottr6e+«e{

Recent applications of Russell's views to your own life: (Seevi4/ ti> hove/
alnord>ed, tioo- m^^A=7v tcr be, al>1A2, t€cT dhattt^ngut¢iv holy vte^u tr frowii yrdMAzi ` ` borfy, alli

wutndap!)
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BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIHTY
Membership Profile Form
Please fill out the following questionnaire and return it to:
John E. Shoskv
BRS Editor
1806 Rollins Dri\'e

Alexandria, VA 22307

NAME:
ADDRESS:
E MAIL:
First book of Russell's I read was

Last book of Russell's I read was

Favorite Russell Quotation:

Reason(s) for Joining BRS:

Recelit Applications of Russell's Views to Your Own Life:

Additional Commelits:
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BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY
1997 Membership Renewal Form
This is the fl±ial notice to renew BRS membership for 1997.
`€
If}'ouhave alreadyrenewed for l997orhavejoinedthe BRs in l997,

`€

please accept our thanks once again for participating in the BRS.
If}'ou have notyetrencwed}'ourmembership for l997 --or if}i.ou would
like to join the BRS for the first time --Please mail the form below

along with the anDroDriate Davment TbDAY. Thanks!
P[ease mail this form and payment to:
Dermis Darland
BRS Treasurer
1965 Winding Hills Road, # 1304

Da\.cnport, IA 52807
U.S.A.

I ha\.c looked at the membership categories bclo\\' and h{1\'e checked the
tippropri{itc categor}. for m\' circumstances. I ha\'e enclosed m}.1997 dues in
U.S. ruiids pa}'ablc to `.Bertrrand Russell Societ}.". (Plcasc print clearl}..)

LJ lndi\idual $35

lJ Couple $40

LJ Student $20
lJ Limited liicomc Coiiple $25

I Limited Income lndi\'idual $20

LJ Siis(ainer $75 and up

(I Patron $250 and up
lJ Life Member S I,0()0 and up

L] Contributor $50 and up
[] Sponsor S loo and up

I Benefactor $500 and up
[] Organization Membership $50

lJ PLUS $ 10 if outside U.S.A. C.tinada. and Mexico
!J PLUS $4 if in Camda or Mexico

NAME

DATE

ADDRESS
E MAIL
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